ART.   13]
A STRAIGHT  ROD.
JL
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= m — cos 8 = — (sm/3-sma).........(2).
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11.    Substitute for cos a, cos 0 their values  obtained  from the triangles PNA, PNB; the resolved attraction, parallel to the
rod takes the useful form            X' ••
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It should be noticed that this is the attraction at P of the rod r resolved in the direction from A towards B.
12.    Describe a circle with centre P and radius PN and let portion CD included between the distances PA, PB represent
a thin circular rod of the same material and section as the given
rod AB.
The attraction at P of the element RR' of the circular rod is f '
therefore
m.RR       pd8
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p
. .   ,      . this has lust been proved
J              r
to be the same as the attraction of the element QQ'.    Thus each element of the rod AB attracts P with the same force as the    s ,j corresponding element of the rod CD.    The resultant attraction of 11 I the straight rod AB is therefore the same in direction and magnitude
•:i/'
circular rod CD
i|              .
\I as that of the circular rod CD.
13.    The resultant attraction at P of must  clearly bisect  the  angle CPD.    It ^immediately follows that the direction of the resultant attraction at P of a straight rod AB bisects the angle APJB.
To find the magnitude of the resultant attraction at P of the circular arc CD, we p draw PE bisecting the angle CPD. Let the angle any radius P_R makes with PE be ty. Let 2y be the angle CPD. Since RR'=pd^ the attraction of the whole circular arc when resolved along PE is
the
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